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I have raced the Gunboat now in two events in light conditions and can report that this 
boat has won both. It displays such excellent speed and acceleration in these 
conditions that I am concentrating on sailing it this year instead of the Privateer. In the 
one event sailed by a friend in moderate to heavy conditions with a sizeable chop (the 
2011 Nationals), the boat suffered from teething problems which resulted in problems 
in most races but by the last race the boat had been sorted out to the extent that it was 
pacing it with the two top finishers much to my friend’s obvious delight. 
It is also obvious that UK sailors tend to build their own boats more so than Aussie 
sailors, so here is some more information about the lightweight Bantock ‘A’ Class 
Gunboat for those who are contemplating building one. These are the details about my 
own boat built as close to the plans as possible. The hull is planked with 4 mm balsa 
with two layers of 85 gsm glass on the outside and one on the inside and has no 
internal frames, only lightweight foam deck beams. The deck is 0.8 mm ply with two 
coats of epoxy resin. The fin is glassed marine ply with a 7% chord. 
Overall weight     12.2 kg 
Boat weight ready to sail less fin, lead and rig     2.05 kg 
Weight of fin and lead   9.6 kg  (79% ballast ratio) – lead has 5 degree upward rake 
LWL     1222 mm   
Draft     284 mm     
Measured Sail Area     0.8706 sq m 
A     2052 mm 
B     512 mm 
H     2124 mm 
I      1625 mm 
J      500 mm 
K     848 mm 
¼ width     474 mm 
½ width     366 mm 
¾ width     233 mm 
A new fin was required, moved back 20 mm from designed position to neutralise 
initial weather helm 
Penalties      Nil 
Rating     1000 
Mast     keel-stepped Ultralite (NZ) two-piece tapered carbon fibre 
Winch     RMG 380 ES 
Home-made fittings, booms and sails 
Sails     composite Code Zero/mylar drafting film  
The freeboard measurements were 94, 88 and 79 for an average of 87 which is the 
minimum allowable so care must be taken to build accurately. 
 
Here are some things I have discovered about this boat: 

• At 12 kg it is easy to launch/retrieve 
• It has no sailing vices 
• It is extremely competitive 
• A keel-stepped mast makes sail changes easier and stiffens the mast low down 
• The designed position for the mast or the fin needs to be altered to better 

balance the boat 
• A minimum of 4 mainsails and a system to quickly change the sails is needed 



 
This boat is fantastic in light conditions, being fast and manoeuvrable. My initial 
thoughts that its light displacement might hinder its performance in heavier weather 
were dispelled after seeing Brad Gibson (the current Australian Champion) sail it 
against my heavier Privateer and other boats one afternoon just before the Nationals. I  
now have no doubts that this design is a very good all-round performer with the 
proviso that it must be built light to gain the most ballast possible, and sail area needs 
to be reduced sooner than with a heavier design as wind/waves increase and to that 
end I have now made a reduced-leech A2 mainsail.  
 
My results so far with Gunboat: 

• 1st 2010 ACT Titles  - Nov 2010 
• 1st NSW GP 1 2011  - Mar 2011 

Both events were sailed in light variable conditions. 


